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Two of America's greatest explorers embark on the adventure that made their names―and
sealed their fates.In 1804, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark departed St. Louis, Missouri, for
one of the greatest adventures this nation has ever known. Appointed and funded by President
Jefferson himself, and led by a cadre of experts (including the famous Sacajawea), the
expedition was considered a success almost before it had begun. From the start, the journey
was plagued with illness, bad luck, unfriendly Indians, Lewis's chronic depression, and, to top it
all, the shattering surprise of the towering Rocky Mountains and the continental divide. But
despite crippling setbacks, overwhelming doubts, and the bare facts of geography itself, Lewis
and Clark made it to the Pacific in 1806.Nick Bertozzi brings the harrowing―and, at times,
hilarious―journey to vivid life on the pages of this oversized black-and-white graphic novel. With
his passion for history and his knack for characterization, Bertozzi has made an intimate tale of a
great American epic.

From School Library JournalGrade 7 Up—Meriwether Lewis, a complex and fascinating figure in
American history, was a bold explorer and a man haunted by demons. Both sides of his
personality are revealed in this saga of his search for a Northwest water passageway to the
Pacific. This retelling begins as Jefferson informs Lewis that Congress has approved this
expedition. After recruiting William Clark and obtaining necessary provisions, the expedition
departs St. Louis in 1804. Death, stampeding buffalo herds, steep-sided canyons, large bodies
of moving water, and encounters with multiple Native American tribes must be negotiated. The
author makes excellent use of the generous page size. The vertical orientation of side panels
frames a deep chasm and scale the heights of a tall tree. Prairies are depicted with long
horizontal panels spanning the gutter, and full-page spreads show the expansive country,
contributing to readers' understanding of the vastness of the journey. Traditional panels and
speech balloons are used to portray the points of view of the explorers. Shapes and outlines of
panels alter significantly when the various Native communities are depicted, with a different
design for each tribe. Inventive use of differently shaped speech balloon help readers identify
each individual tribe that the explorers encounter. This story continues beyond the conclusion of
the expedition; it ends three years hence, detailing Lewis's tragic end as well as suppositions
regarding Sacajawea's whereabouts.—Barbara M. Moon, Suffolk Cooperative Library System,
Bellport, NY(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.From BooklistThis important and often retold episode
from U.S. history—the scientific exploration, federally supported by President Jefferson, to find a
water route from the Missouri to the Pacific—receives an accessible, humorous, and accurate
rendering by cartoonist Bertozzi (Houdini: The Handcuff King, 2007). Relying on good research



and his own clarified sense of what these historical figures might have felt, Bertozzi shows us
Lewis’ depressive psyche, Jefferson’s devotion to scientific inquiry, Clark’s mediation skills, the
slave York’s self-perception, Sacajawea’s role and personal considerations, and the attitudes,
fears, and certainties of the general populaces of the exploration party, Native American villages,
and white townspeople. The small, black-and-white panels provide clear and action-packed
detail as well as insightful poses and facial expressions. The different languages being spoken
and even hand signs are creatively distinguished by different balloon outlines. An excellent
supporting choice for the American history curriculum and a fun and edifying read in itself.
Grades 7-12. --Francisca GoldsmithReview“A wonderful introduction to one of the most
important expeditions and one of the most dramatic stories in American history.” ―Ken
Burns“Nick Bertozzi's comics do more than bring history to life: they reanimate these long dead
souls and make them human again. I would buy this book just to see Thomas Jefferson tending
the roses. But it's dark-locked Meriwether Lewis whom we truly see for the first time through
Bertozzi's pen: brave, fallible, ambitious, funny, brilliant, crude, transcendently ambitious,
tragically mad all at once. Bertozzi captures in pictures the epic grandeur and quiet desperation
of the Lewis and Clark expedition as no dumb book of prose ever could.” ―John
Hodgman“Comic books and superhuman feats go hand in glove, and although the opening of
the West by the Corps of Discovery might not be everyone's idea of righteous heroism, the cloak-
and-tights-worthy daring and physical effort of the explorers is beyond contention. Bertozzi's
fictionalized account of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark's expedition is researched with
thoroughness and presented so convincingly that, were it not for some episodes and
conversations that are clearly unverifiable, this could past as straight-up history. Presumably
most readers have been introduced to the expedition by the time they reach middle school, and
those with sufficient background will especially appreciate Bertozzi's take on the enmities and
alliances among Indian tribes that directly impacted their decision on how to treat the white
explorers. Those who know Lewis' sad demise will also laud Bertozzi's imaginative sensitivity to
the mental imbalance that presaged his probable suicide. There's a dash of humor to the black-
and-white artwork, which generally marches along in orderly frames, only to break into more
creative flow when a landmark point or event in the journey is reached. Bertozzi handles silence
as cannily as dialogue, and the stretches of mute storytelling will appeal to graphic-novel fans
who may not ordinarily pay much mind to historical themes. A few brief exchanges of salty
banter push this a bit beyond curricular use in lower grades, but these dashes of spice will make
it all the more attractive and authentic to adolescents. A bibliography is appended, and the
bound book will include an author's note.” ―BCCB“This important and often retold episode from
U.S. history--the scientific exploration, federally supported by President Jefferson, to find a water
route from the Missouri to the Pacific--receives an accessible, humorous, and accurate
rendering by cartoonist Bertozzi (Houdini: The Handcuff King, 2007). Relying on good research
and his own clarified sense of what these historical figures might have felt, Bertozzi shows us
Lewis' depressive psyche, Jefferson's devotion to scientific inquiry, Clark's mediation skills, the



slave York's self-perception, Sacajawea's role and personal considerations, and the attitudes,
fears, and certainties of the general populaces of the exploration party, Native American villages,
and white townspeople. The small, black-and-white panels provide clear and action-packed
detail as well as insightful poses and facial expressions. The different languages being spoken
and even hand signs are creatively distinguished by different balloon outlines. An excellent
supporting choice for the American history curriculum and a fun and edifying read in itself. --
Booklist With masterful command, Bertozzi offers an innovative take on Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark's epic journey in this oversized graphic offering. Portraying the arduous trek
through rough terrain and encounters with often unwelcoming natives, sequential panels
transport readers alongside the famous duo and their equally renowned translator, Sacagawea,
as they travel from St. Louis to the Pacific coast. Within a fictional framework, the narrative
weaves in facets of the characters' personalities, including Lewis's tempestuous melancholy,
Charbonneau's inept bumbling and Sacagawea's ability to endure this voyage surrounded by
her intensely masculine cohorts. The artist soars with his exquisite eye for page layouts; his deft
stylings can make otherwise dry passages come alive through clever panel placement and
visual novelty. Pair with George O'Connor's Journey into Mohawk Country (2006) and Scott
Chantler's Northwest Passage (2007) for a graphically hearty helping of fine historical readings.
Slated to be the first in a series on explorers, this expedition ends with high hopes for
subsequent volumes.” ―Kirkus, Starred ReviewAbout the AuthorNick Bertozzi lives in Queens,
NY, with his wife and daughters and is the author and artist of many other cartoon stories,
among them The Salon, Houdini: The Handcuff King, and First Second's Lewis & Clark. He is a
teacher at the School of Visual Arts.Read more
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Jennifer S, “Slice of history come alive. Gave this as a gift... Haven't read it myself, but enjoyed
glancingt hrough it and seeing their journeying portrayed in such a lively way.”

Nicola Mansfield, “Graphic re-telling of Lewis & Clark's Epic Journey. Reason for Reading: I
enjoy Western history.I've read a few books on Lewis & Clark before (children's books) and read
many books on the expansion of the west where the Lewis & Clark story would take up a chapter
so I am familiar with this story. This book is recommended for ages 12 and up but it isn't written
down to a young audience, adults will enjoy it as much or more. The book of course tells the
story of their epic journey from St. Louis to the Pacific Ocean, in search of a viable water route.
That journey was fraught with accidents, bad luck, aggressive Indians, injuries and setbacks
from nature itself. Bertozzi manages to tell a fine introductory tale of this expedition and these
adventurers who were full of their success before they had even started.Bertozzi also brings to
life the personalities of Lewis and Clark in a way that I haven't encountered in my previous
reading. Captain William Clark is shown as the level headed partner and thus is not the one that
stands out. He is always reasoning with Lewis about there plans, calming him down, and putting
out the flames of discord with others. He is shown as a quiet, intelligent, reasonable, respectful
man who probably kept the expedition from becoming a mess, in more ways than one. Though
he was willing to have as much fun as the next guy and went along easily enough with Lewis'
more thrill-seeking adventures. On the other hand, Captain Meriwether Lewis was a man with a
volatile temper, quick to anger, and if not for Clark's levelheadedness may have caused some
serious trouble on their adventure. Lewis was obsessed with the expedition and finding a water
route to the Ocean. When coming first upon a huge waterfall and eventually hitting the Rocky
Mountains he took these hits deeply and went into deep depressions, took to drink, and could
not be reasoned with. When they finally made it to the Pacific Lewis was not happy as they had
not made it entirely be a water route and their stay at the end dragged on because he entered a
deep depression. Bertozzi also plays up a story involving Lewis, his reactions and feeling which
along with many other factors may have lead to his final act of ending his life.Done in black and
white, which I always think suits historical non-fiction well, the art is kept simple without a lot of
background within the frame by frame discussions of characters. Lovely backgrounds are used
but when necessary and are never added clutter. The one problem I did have though, was that at
times we are supposed to read horizontally across both pages and this was not always made
evident. Sometimes it was obviously clear, other times the reading went down one page and
started up again at the top of the other and then there were those times you were reading along
and realized you should have read horizontally across both pages once you got to the top of the
second page. A minor annoyance that happened to me more times than it should have. A good,
interesting story, which Bertozzi has written with a fine sense of humour but not exactly a page-
turner.”



Stuart Wilson, “Five Stars. Beautiful illustrations, fantastic story.”

The book by Joel Christian Gill has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 28 people have provided feedback.
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